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Authors Statement
Coming into the end of the semester we needed to end this strong article made in unit

two with an amazing hook, which made me decide to create a poster as the hook. The
reasoning behind why I created a poster is because to me there is nothing more boring than
having to either read a long newspaper or watch a long video which makes people lose their
focus very quickly. One thing I learned as a college student myself is seeing a mixture of a few
words and pictures is a more effective way of quickly understanding what is being said and
knowing the main point for the poster. I chose images that are gazing at the eyes and decided
to write a minimum sentence that got straight to the point for students to be on their way
thinking about reading the article as a curiosity. Also since my audience are students
attending City-Tech, I decided to add a location for them to know where specifically they could
meet me, the time and days, and they have my email as well. I also added on the poster saying
that if you come to the library where I am at there will be snacks and beverages available for
the people who participate in knowing about my article, this is just something i’ve learned that
catches the attention of people who really wouldn’t usually go to these places just to read an
article. I used the technique of catching people's attention. It's always best to catch more
attention then to catch a few but give out more information on your poster. Now there is a lot
of backlash when it comes to Artificial Intelligence(AI) that I've always wanted to clarify to
students or to anyone in general. The reason why I send this message to the students
specifically is because students nowadays aren’t using the tools that were created right in front
of them to help them in learning and giving support for things like assignments. I want
students to realize that AI is a tool that is there to help you finish your work or gain
information and is not meant to be used to do work for you. But this is also really a reflection
for me to understand that it is not wrong to use AI to guide you in what you don’t understand,
AI was made to be a use-guide and help you learn in ways you would understand best. This
reflects me so well and looking back at everything I have done this semester made me realize
how important and easy guided we are getting into the future, now we have so many resources
to help us reach our goals and we just don’t open our eyes to really see these opportunities
since we were born into these types of tools instead of having to do a lot of things on our own.
I have achieved so much in learning how to properly use these tools and how to start writing
at the college level, I was never able to understand what college level writing meant until I
reflected on how I used to write and decided that it was time to learn from my mistakes. I do
wish since the beginning of the semester I understood how to properly use AI but in the end
we always start somewhere and end up learning, that is what makes us human instead of AI.
Special credit to “so swell edu” for making this template and to canva for allowing me to edit
this template designed by him.


